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ABSTRACT: 

The study of ionic dynamics in solids is essential to understand and develop modern energy 

technologies. Here we study the ionic dynamics of orthorhombic Na2MgSiO4, an interesting case 

of a polar stuffed cristobalite-type structure that contains two inequivalent Na sites within the 

channels of the magnesium-silicate tetrahedral framework. Its preparation by solid state reaction 

method favours the presence of ~ 2% of Na vacancies, converting it into pure sodium ionic 

conductor with an optimized ionic conductivity of ~10
–5

 S cm
–1

 at 200 °C. The macroscopic

migration has been characterized through impedance spectroscopy and molecular dynamics 

simulation which proves the pure sodium ionic character of the compound through hopping 

between Na1 and Na2 sites, forming three-dimensional migration zig-zag shaped paths. High–

resolution solid–state 
23

Na magic MAS–NMR spectroscopy is employed to characterize the local

structure and microscopic dynamics of sodium ion transport in Na2MgSiO4. Remarkably, 

variable temperature 
23

Na MAS NMR and two-dimensional exchange spectroscopy evidence for

the first time a sodium site exchange phenomenon at room temperature, which further triggers 

the sodium ionic conduction at elevated temperatures. 
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Among the different techniques characterizing solid state inorganic materials at local scale, 

solid state magic angle spinning nuclear magnetic resonance (MAS NMR) is a powerful tool. It 

has been widely employed to explore the local environment of certain atoms allowing, for 

instance, the concrete crystallographic description of unit cells, local structure around defects and 

so on. The application of this technique has been further enhanced by the possibility to acquire 

MAS NMR spectra at variable temperatures (VT MAS NMR),
7
 which expands the possibility to

study the dynamic processes of mobile species present in solid state ionic conductors as a 

function of temperature.
8
 Moreover, for materials possessing multiple sites for mobile ions, it

enables distinguishing ions moving on inequivalent sites that can lead to multiple possible 

pathways for diffusion. For this kind of materials, the clearest sign of diffusive dynamics is the 

merging of spectral peaks, initially assigned to atoms in different structural environments, with 

increasing temperature.
9
 The information on the ionic dynamics by NMR spectroscopy can be

1 Introduction 

Ionic migration in solid state materials is a key physical phenomenon in numerous 

technologically important compounds such as solid state electrolytes used in batteries,
1

electrochromic displays,
2
 sensors

3
 or solid oxide fuel cells (SOFCs).

4
 It is important to

understand the interplay between ionic migration and structural chemistry, which helps 

improving the ionic conduction and guiding the materials design. Electrochemical impedance 

measurements (EIS) are frequently used to characterize the macroscopic long-range diffusional 

migration coupled to molecular dynamic (MD) simulations.
5, 6

 Nevertheless, detailed knowledge

of the microscopic dynamic processes (set by the distance between neighboring atoms sites, i.e. 

at atomic and/or molecular scale) underlying ionic conductance is still required in order to fully 

understand and predict the behavior of ionic conducting materials. 
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further extended using two-dimensional exchange NMR spectroscopy (2D EXSY)
10

 that allows 

detecting exchange processes between ions on multiple sites during the initial migration stages. 

These techniques to study the ionic dynamics in solids have been frequently employed for 

characterizing the dynamics in lithium ion conductors.
11, 12

 Nevertheless, studies about the 

dynamics in Na ion conductors still remain scarcely explored even when they are potential 

materials as solid state electrolytes for batteries. 

In this study, we investigate the sodium dynamics in stuffed cristobalite Na2MgSiO4 using EIS 

and MD simulations coupled to NMR spectroscopy. This compound exhibits a tetrahedral 

framework based on corner-linked [SiO4]
4-

 and [MgO4]
6-

 units with two inequivalent sodium 

sites stuffing the channels formed in the tetrahedral network. It was initially identified as 

potential sodium ion conductor due to its framework structure, where three-dimensional (3D) 

conductivity might be expected.
13, 14

 Two different polymorphs have been reported at room 

temperature: firstly Baur synthesized it hydrothermally and described its structure in the non-

polar Pn space group (m-Na2MgSiO4),
13

 then Withers et al.
15

 prepared it following a sol-gel 

route and described its structure by using the polar Pna21 space group (o-Na2MgSiO4). Both 

orthorhombic and monoclinic structures contain an ordered Si/Mg distribution but differ in the 

pattern of tetrahedral tilting (Figure 1). Herein we obtain the polar o-Na2MgSiO4 phase and 

demonstrate remarkable sodium site exchange at room temperature between the two inequivalent 

Na sites, the subsequently triggered sodium migration and its mechanism at elevated 

temperatures in this polar stuffed cristobalite. 
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Figure 1. Tetrahedral framework structure comparison between m-Na2MgSiO4 (a) and o-

Na2MgSiO4 (b) as described by Baur (ICSD 15618) and Withers et al. (ICSD 84562), 

respectively. Shaded blue and grey tetrahedra contain Si and Mg, respectively. The O atoms are 

illustrated by red balls atoms. 

2 Methods 

2.1 Synthesis 

Na2MgSiO4 has been synthesized by solid state chemistry route. Starting reagents were high 

purity Na2CO3 (99.99 %, Aladdin), MgO (99.8 %, Aladdin) and SiO2 (99.99 %, Aladdin). Both 

Na2CO3 and MgO were initially dried at 350 °C and 1000 °C overnight, respectively. The 

starting materials were weighed according to the stoichiometry and mixed in ethanol with an 

agate mortar and pestle. The dried mixtures were pressed under 4 Tons in a 12 mm diameter 

cylinder and calcined at 975 °C for 12 h for three times with intermediate grindings and 

pressings. The same batch of Na2MgSiO4 was used for the subsequent characterization 

techniques. Additionally, in order to maximize the ionic conductivity while preserving the polar 

orthorhombic phase, Na2–2xMg1–xSi1+xO4 (x = 0.015, 0.025) compounds were prepared following 

the same method through substitution of Mg for Si to induce sodium vacancies. In order to 

(b)(a)

a

c

c

b
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prepare pellets for EIS measurements, the powder was mixed with polyvinyl acetate (PVA) and 

then sintered at 975 °C. 

2.2 Characterization 

Second-harmonic generation (SHG) measurements were carried out on the powders using the 

Kurtz–Perry method.
16

 The measurements were performed with a Q-switched Nd:YAG laser at a 

wavelength of 1064 nm. The intensity of the frequency-doubled output emitted from the samples 

was collected by a photomultiplier tube and compared to crystalline KH2PO4 (KDP, serving as 

reference). 

Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) data was acquired on a PerkinElmer STA 8000 

simultaneous analyzer. About 20 mg of o-Na2MgSiO4 was placed in an Al2O3 crucible, heated at 

a rate of 10 °C min
–1

 from room temperature to 800 °C, and then cooled to room temperature at 

the same rate under flowing air. 

The identification of the crystalline phases was initially determined by laboratory X-ray powder 

diffraction (XRD), which were recorded on a Bragg−Brentano D8 Advance Bruker 

diffractometer (Cu Kα radiation) equipped with a LynxEye XE detector over an angular range of 

10° < 2 < 130°. Variable temperature X-ray diffraction (VT–XRD) data were collected on 

Panalytical X’Pert PRO powder diffratometer (CuKα radiation) equipped with HTK1200N 

furnace over the 15–65° 2 range every 50 °C from RT up to 800 °C using 5°C/min heating and 

cooling rates, and allowing 3 min for temperature equilibration before collecting the data for 30 

min at each set point. 

High–intensity and high–resolution synchrotron X-ray powder diffraction (SPD) data was 

recorded on the 11–BM diffractometer at the Advanced Photon Source, Argonne National 
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∑𝑣𝑖 = 𝑒𝑥𝑝[(𝑅𝑖𝑗 − 𝑑𝑖𝑗)/𝑏]          (1)

where vi is the bond valence bond between the cation i and the anion j, b is a universal constant 

(0.37), dij is the observed bond length and the Rij values have been taken as 1.803, 1.693 and 1.64 

Å for Na–O, Mg–O and Si–O bonds, respectively as defined by Brown and Altermatt.
18

The compositional homogeneity of the samples was analyzed by SEM and energy-dispersive 

X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) using a ZEISS Gemini SEM 300 scanning electron microscope (SEM,

Germany), equipped with OXFORD EDS analyzer (ULTIM MAX 170, U.K.). 

Solid state 
23

Na and 
29

Si NMR spectra were obtained using Bruker AVANCE I 400 (9.4 T),

AVANCE III HD 750 (17.6 T), and AVANCE NEO 850 (20 T) NMR spectrometers. Chemical 

shifts were referenced to a 0.1 M NaCl solution for 
23

Na and tetramethylsilane (TMS) for 
29

Si.

23
Na magic-angle spinning (MAS) NMR spectra were acquired at 17.6 T and 20 T using MAS 

probes from Bruker, with 4 mm and 1.3 mm diameter rotors at the spinning rates of 12.5 kHz 

and 60 kHz, respectively. 
29

Si MAS NMR data were collected using a Bruker AVANCE I 400

(9.4 T) spectrometer with a single pulse experiment while samples were spun at a frequency of 7 

Laboratory (USA). For this experiment, a sample of nominal composition Na2MgSiO4 was used. 

SPD data was acquired over the 0.5–50° 2 range with a 0.001 step size at room temperature. 

Constant-wavelength (=1.2289 Å) neutron powder diffraction (NPD) data were collected at 

ambient temperature over the 10–120° 2 range at 2 intervals of 0.05° on the 3T2 

diffractometer at LLB-Orphée source (France). 

The diffraction patterns were analysed using the Rietveld method implemented in the Topas-

Academic software
17

 to identify the corresponding phase and estimate the amount and 

distribution of Na content. The bond valence sum calculation for the Na–O, Si–O and Mg–O 

bonds obtained from Rietveld analysis were calculated according to the following expression
18, 19
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23
Na 2D exchange spectroscopy (EXSY) experiments were conducted at 17.6 T in a 4 mm 

rotor MAS probe while spinning at 12.5 kHz using the echo compensated EXSY pulse sequence 

developed by Messinger et al.
23

 The acquisition conditions were as follows: /2 pulse 7.75 s,

mixing time 100 ms (1250 and 5000 rotor periods), recycle delay (d1) 2 s, with quadrature 

detection in indirect dimension. 

Alternating–current (AC) impedance spectroscopy measurements were performed with a 

Solartron 1260 frequency response analyzer over a frequency range of 10
−1

 – 10
7
 Hz within the

100–800 °C temperature range. Platinum paste was coated on the opposite faces of the pellets 

kHz in 7 mm Bruker probe. For 
29

Si π/2 pulse width was 5s with a recycle delay of 7200 s. The 

NMR parameters (chemical shifts, chemical shift anisotropies, asymmetry parameters, line 

widths, and quadrupolar parameters) were fitted using the DMfit program.
20

 Spin–lattice 

relaxation (SLR) times (T1) were obtained using a saturation recovery pulse sequence and the 

data were fitted to a stretched exponential of the form 

1–exp[–(τ/T1)
α
] (2)

where τ are variable delays and α is the stretch exponential coefficient (between 0.85 and 1). 

Variable temperature 
23

Na MAS NMR data (up to 730 °C) were acquired on a Bruker 

AVANCE III 750 MHz NMR spectrometer using the diode laser–heated NMR probe head 

described previously.
21

 The sample was sandwiched between two layers of ground KBr which 

allowed for monitoring of the effective sample temperature through the shift of 
79

Br resonance 

signal of KBr.
22

 In the high temperature laser heating setting, the sample is contained in an 

aluminum nitride container placed in a zirconia rotor and immobilized with two O-rings made 

from the sodium-containing ceramic that give some secondary signals in the high temperature 

experiments. 

inpress in Inorganic Chemistry
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(80% relative density) and heat treated at 600 °C for 30 minutes to burn out the organic 

components in the paste to form platinum electrodes. The impedance data analysis was carried 

out through the equivalent circuit fitting using the ZView software.
24

 The activation energies (Ea) 

for ionic migration were determined from the slope of the conductivity curves by linear fitting of 

the Arrhenius equation: 

log( )=logA-(Ea/2.303RT)         (3) 

where A is the pre–exponential factor, R is the gas constant, and T is the temperature in Kelvin. 

2.3 Theoretical calculations 

Density functional Theory (DFT) calculations for NMR parameters were performed using the 

CASTEP DFT code,
25

 employing the gauge including projector augmented wave (GIPAW) 

NMR calculations
26

 following the methodology previously reported.
27

The atomistic static–lattice and molecular dynamics (MD) atomistic simulations have been 

carried out on the basis of the interatomic potential approach employing the General Utility 

Lattice Program (GULP) program.
28, 29

 The Buckingham potential function was employed to 

describe the interactions between ions with the shell model
30

 to describe the polarizability for the 

structure modeling of Na2MgSiO4. A three-body potential term was employed to describe the O-

Si-O interaction.
31

 The potentials parameters used for the atomistic simulations are summarized 

in Table S1,
31, 32

 and tested well to reproduce the crystal structure of Na2MgSiO4 (Table S2). The 

MD simulation for sodium migration in Na2–2xMg1–xSi1+xO4 were performed with the 

DL_POLY
33

 code in the NVT ensemble with a Berendsen
34

 thermostat on a 3×6×5 supercell 

model containing 2862 atoms (with the inclusion of the shell model) and having compositions of 

Na2MgSiO4 and Na1.95Mg0.975Si1.025O4. The system was equilibrated under a constant pressure of 

1 atm for 100 ps, adding up to 1,250,000 time steps with a time step of 0.08 fs before initiating 
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the main MD simulations for 100 ps at specific temperatures within the 600 °C to 1000 °C 

temperature range. The substitutions of Mg with Si were randomly distributed in the supercell, 

resulting in Na vacancies uniformly distributed. The Visual Molecular Dynamic package
35

 was 

adopted to view the migration pathways of Na ions, and the data of mean square displacements 

(MSDs) were exported by using nMoldyn code.
36

 Sodium diffusion coefficients were obtained 

from the MSDs plots as a function of simulation time through linear fitting. 

3 Results and Discussion 

3.1 Long range structure. 

The as-prepared Na2MgSiO4 compound exhibits weak second harmonic generation response 

(~0.125 × KDP at room temperature), confirming a non-centrosymmetric structure. The 

laboratory XRD pattern of Na2MgSiO4 can be correctly indexed in the Pna21 space group with 

a ~10.89 Å, b ~ 5.29 Å, c ~ 7.06 Å, similar to the unit cell reported by Withers et al (ICSD 

84562).
15

 This indexation was confirmed by high-resolution SPD pattern recorded at the 11BM 

beam line, with no evidence for symmetry reduction to the maximal non-isomorphic subgroups 

P1a1, Pn11 or P1121. These data revealed a strong and systematic asymmetry in the peak 

profiles, which is present throughout the pattern and is strongly hkl-dependent. In particular, the 

h00 peaks were found to exhibit substantial asymmetry with long tails towards high angles, 

whilst 00l exhibited similar tails towards low-angles, but the 0k0 peak were almost completely 

symmetrical (Figure S1). This is indicative of a complex microstrain with a- and c-parameters 

(which lie orthogonal to the channels in the framework) strained by compression and elongation 

respectively, with little apparent strain along the b-axis (which runs parallel to the channels, 

Figure 2a). The peak asymmetry was not apparent in the corresponding neutron diffraction 

pattern, due to the lower resolution of the instrument. The homogeneity of the sample was then 
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Figure 2. (a) [010] projections of the average o-Na2MgSiO4 structure emphasizing the 
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tetrahedral framework. Grey and blue colors represent the Mg and Si atoms, respectively. Navy 

blue and yellow green colors indicate Na1 and Na2, respectively. (b) Representative portion of 

the Rietveld plots from SPD (Rwp= 9.16%, Rp = 7.11%, χ2
 = 1.01) and (c) NPD (Rwp= 2.61%, Rp

checked by EDS-SEM analysis which further evidenced a homogeneous distribution of elements 

at m-scale (see Figure S2) and no segregation of elements could be detected. We performed 

chemical analysis in different grains giving the average at% 46±1, 27±1, 27±2 for Na, Mg and 

Si, respectively. Thus, the EDS-SEM data further confirmed that our sample is well reacted as 

well as the presence of some Na defect probably arising from Na volatilization which 

is commonly reported in the preparation of Na-based ceramics at high temperatures.
14, 37, 38
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= 2.01%, χ2
 = 3.00) data using the multiple cells (seven) based on the Pna21 structure model. 

Experimental (circles), fitted (dark green line) and difference curve (purple). The sets of vertical 

lines correspond to the reflection positions for each one of the seven unit cells of o-Na2MgSiO4 

employed. Overall reliability factors: Rwp= 5.72%, Rp = 5.26%, χ2
 = 1.44. d) Normalized refined 

lattice parameter distribution and unit cell weighting data obtained from SPD-NPD combined 

refinement. 

We then carried out a combined Rietveld refinement using the SPD and NPD datasets. To 

account for the peak asymmetry in the SPD pattern, we constructed a multiple-unit-cell Rietveld 

model starting from the published Pna21 structure of Na2MgSiO4
15

 as explained in 

supplementary Note 1. Figure 2b depicts a representative view of the SPD final refinement (a 

general view can be found in Figure S3). Figure 2c presents the final refinement of the NPD 

pattern. The resulting refined structure represents a weighted average of the seven unit cells, 

whose refined lattice parameter distribution and weighting is shown in Figure 2d. The final 

refined composition was Na1.968(3)Mg0.968(4)Si1.032(4)O4, leading to a mechanism in which sodium 

volatilization induces sodium vacancies that are compensated by Si substitution for Mg 

according to Na2-2xMg1-xSi1+xO4. The multi-cell refinement results indicate that the sample 

contains a small sub-micro compositional distribution arising from uncontrollable Na 

volatilization that is strongly coupled to an anisotropic local distortion of the crystal structure 

that shortens/elongates the a/c lattice parameters respectively (see Figure 2d), while the b 

parameter is only weakly affected because the channels are distributed along this [010] direction 

(Figure 2a). This is possible because of the high flexibility of the framework structure through 

the tetrahedral connections even when the Si/Mg tetrahedra are quite rigid.
39

 Overall this causes 

the unit cell volume to be strained towards smaller values, which is consistent with the presence 
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29
Si MAS NMR. The room temperature 

29
Si MAS NMR spectrum (Figure S6) mainly contains

one Si site in very symmetrical tetrahedral Si(4Mg) environment, confirming an ordered Si/Mg 

distribution in the structure. The value of the 
29

Si chemical shift, –69.3 ppm, and the full width at

half-maximum (FWHM), 76 Hz (1.0 ppm), are close to those obtained by Withers et al., i.e., –

of vacancies on the Na sites as well as the Si
4+

 substitution for the larger Mg
2+

. It is worth noting 

that careful examination of the final refinement of SPD data evidenced a set minor unindexed 

reflections (Figure S4). Although we could not assign them to any known compound within the 

Na2O-MgO-SiO2 phase diagram, it is consistent with the proposed mechanism in which sodium 

vacancies from sodium volatilization are compensated by the substitution of Si for Mg, which 

drove the final composition of the sample into a multiple-phase coexistence. The validity of our 

multiple-unit-cell model was further corroborated with the preparation of two additional non-

stoichiometric compounds belonging to the Na2-2xMg1-xSi1+xO4 system, i.e. x = 0.015, 0.025 

which exhibit the same unit cell parameters evolution (smaller a axis, longer c axis but nearly 

unchanged b axis and overall unit cell volume reduction, Figure S5a-b). 

Table S1-2 gather the refined structural parameters and main bond distances of the main phase. 

The two inequivalent Na sites hosted within the channels in the -cristobalite structure exhibits 

similar number of vacancies (~1% and 2% in Na1 and Na2, respectively). Both are coordinated 

by twelve oxygens, although a careful observation of the Na–O bond lengths indicates the 

presence of five and four nearest oxygen to Na1 and Na2 sites, respectively, within 2.31–2.75 Å 

as first coordination spheres, while the rest are placed further than 3 Å. Therefore, considering 

Na1 as five coordinated and Na2 as four coordinated seems reasonable given their respective 

bond valence sums (BVS) 0.88 and 1.08 close to unit. 

3.2 Short range structure 
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23
Na MAS NMR. The room temperature 

23
Na MAS NMR spectrum revealed the presence of

two Na sites with relative multiplicities of 1:1 with well–defined quadrupolar line shapes (Figure 

3), as expected. From the fitted spectrum, the chemical shifts (δiso) and quadrupolar parameters 

(quadrupolar constant, CQ and asymmetry parameter, ηQ) were obtained and the assignment of 

23
Na resonances to sodium crystallographic sites based on the DFT computations considering the 

68.9 ppm and FWHM = 1.2 ppm.
15

 In addition, there is another weak resonance around –75.3 

ppm. This signal may be attributed to the secondary phase observed by SPD. Nevertheless, we 

have dismissed it because the relative amount of Si in different environments is 94/6 according 

to the 
29

Si MAS NMR spectrum fit, while the amount of the impurity phase has been estimated 

as 0.3 wt% from the SPD pattern (calculated from the A020/Ai ratio, being A020 the integrated area 

of the (020) reflection and Ai the integrated area of the unindexed peak at 2 ～10.7°- Figure S4). 

More likely, the presence of this signal can be assigned to the existence of a Si(3Mg, 1Si) site as 

described by Withers et al. for the non-stoichiometric compounds in Na2-2xMg1-xSi1+xO4 system 

(i.e., -74.9 ppm).
15

 Moreover, the relative amount of Si in different environment (Si(4Mg) and 

Si(3Mg, 1Si)) determined as 94/6 is in reasonably good agreement to the refined composition, 

97.8(3)/3.2(3).This further supports that some Si moves inside the Mg tetrahedra to compensate 

the charge imbalance due to Na volatilization. Theoretically, Si substitution for Mg in the fully 

ordered structure of Na2MgSiO4 would have led to formation of Si(0Mg, 4Si) and Si(3Mg, 1Si) 

centers. Nevertheless, the presence of additional environments (e.g. Si(0Mg, 4Si), Si(1Mg, 3Si) 

or Si(2Mg, 2Si)) were not detected, which indicates that small amount of Si substitution for Mg 

in the ordered Na2MgSiO4 avoids condensation of SiO4 tetrahedra. This may interrupt locally 

ordered Mg and Si distribution in Na2MgSiO4, which accounts for the swelling feature on the 

background of NPD data (Figure 2c). 
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Figure 3. Experimental (blue) and simulated (red) 
23

Na MAS NMR spectra at 20 T and 60 kHz

recorded at room temperature. The fitting of the individual 
23

Na resonances at Na1 and Na2 sites

are shown in purple and green, respectively. Inset: Sodium coordination polyhedra in Na1 and 

Na2 sites. The bond lengths have been obtained from Rietveld combined refinement on NPD-

SPD data. 

Table 1. 
23

Na isotropic chemical shifts (δiso), quadrupolar constants (CQ), integrated intensity (I)

and asymmetry parameters (ηQ) obtained from the simulation of the 
23

Na MAS at 17.6 T and 20

T and calculated 
23

Na NMR parameters (isotropic magnetic shielding constant σiso, chemical

shifts δisocalc, quadrupolar constant |CQcalc|, and asymmetry parameter ηQcalc) for o-Na2MgSiO4. 

Site 
δiso 

±0.2ppm 
CQ 

±0.2MHz 
ηQ ±0.1 

I(%) 
±2% 

σiso ppm 
δisocalc 
ppm 

|CQcalc| 
MHz 

ηQcalc 

Na1 16.0 3.3 0.74 50 537.9 16.1 3.86 0.72 
Na2 28.7 2.1 0.42 50 521.6 29.8 2.33 0.32 

3.3 Macroscopic ionic migration 

b )

Na2

Na1

d (23Na), ppm

-20-1001020304050

2
.6

5
Å

O3

O2

O4

O3

O1

2
.2

5
 Å

2
.2

7
 Å

O4

O1
O3

O2

Mg/Si fully ordered structural model is given in Table 1. Na1 site exhibits a larger quadrupolar 

coupling CQ (3.3 MHz) than that observed for Na2 (2.1 MHz), confirming the more distorted 

environment observed from the SPD data refinement (Figure 3). 
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2.9(2)×10
6
 Ω·cm and C2 1.9(1)×10

–12
 F·cm

–1
. It must be indicated that a CPE element is not

included for the second element since its values are not meaningful and, indeed, a satisfactory fit 

was obtained. While increasing the temperature, the bulk response arc disappeared gradually and 

above 400 °C only electrode response was identified. The electrode response recorded at 

Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS). The electrical behavior characterization of 

the sample was undertaken by EIS. At temperatures below ~150 C, the spectra exhibit non-well 

defined shapes in the low frequency range (see Figure S7). Between ~150 – 400 °C, the spectra 

consist of one depressed semicircle arc in the high frequency region and one Warburg–type 

inclined line in the low frequency region with capacitances of >10
–8

 F·cm
–1

 at 10
–1

 Hz,
40 

indicative of ionic conduction. Figure 4a depicts the complex impedance plot of Na2MgSiO4 

recorded at 154 °C, showing one asymmetric and depressed semicircular arc in high frequency 

region. In the C' vs. f plot two overlapping plateaus can be apparently discerned within 10
7
–10

2 

Hz region (Figure 4a, inset): the one in 10
2
–10

3
 Hz has capacitances ~2 pF·cm

-1 
and the other one 

within 10
5
–10

6
 Hz has smaller capacitances ~0.5 pF·cm

-1
. Both capacitance plateaus lie with the 

bulk responses,
40

 i.e. that the semicircular arc actually comprises two bulk components and may 

be indicative of the electrical inhomogeneous nature of the as-prepared Na2MgSiO4, probably due 

to partial Na volatilization. Apart from the overlapping bulk response arc and electrode response 

line, no apparent grain boundary response was observed in the complex impedance plot. 

Therefore deconvolution of complex impedance plot was performed through equivalent circuit 

fitting with two bulk and one electrode components, which is shown in Figure S8. The high 

frequency part of the bulk impedance data is a series combination of one bulk component 

consisting of Rb1, Cb1, CPE1 in parallel and the other bulk component consisting of Rb2, Cb2 in 

parallel. The fit gives Rb1 1.0(1)×10
7
 Ω·cm, C1 4.3(3)×10

–13
 F·cm

–1
, Rb2
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Figure 4c depicts the Arrhenius plots for the bulk conductivities of o-Na2MgSiO4. It exhibits σb 

10
–5

 S·cm
–1

 at 300 °C, in good agreement with the values reported by Baur
13

 and Shannon,
14

and at 800 °C its conductivity reaches 5×10
-3

 S·cm
-1

. Slight curvature was observed on the

Arrhenius plot of bulk conductivity: the Ea is ~0.73(1) eV within 100 – 500 °C and then 

decreases at higher temperatures (~0.51(2) eV between 500 – 800 °C). This evolution cannot be 

attributed to any structure change, as either VTXRD or DSC data do not evidence any structure 

rearrangement apart from the enlargement of the unit cell parameters and Na–O bonds (Figure 

S9-S10, respectively). The change of Ea may be related to a local order-disorder transition of 

sodium vacancies at high temperature, where the sodium ions become progressively more mobile. 

Such local order-disorder of small amount of sodium vacancies is not enough to change 

significantly the environments of sodium ion in the structure. Therefore, it is hard to deduce the 

information on the order-disorder of sodium vacancies from the variable-temperature 
23

Na MAS

NMR data described later. Moreover, the conductivity can be further improved by inducing more 

sodium vacancies through varying the stoichiometry allowing for the Mg substitution for Si in 

the tetrahedral network according to the Na2-2xMg1-xSi1+xO4 formula proposed above and 

achieves ~10
–5

 S·cm
–1

 at 200 °C for the o-Na1.95Mg0.975Si1.025O4 nominal composition (Figure 4c)

while conserving the polar Pna21 structure. 

650 °C does not show any evident collapse after changing the atmosphere from pure nitrogen to 

pure oxygen, in contrast with the typical behavior to partial oxygen pressure exhibited by oxide 

ion conductors (Figure 4b).
5, 41-43

 Moreover, its ionic conductivity is maintained at different pO2 

values (Figure 4b-inset). Therefore, the ionic conduction in o-Na2MgSiO4 arises from sodium 

cations instead of oxide ions. 
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Figure 4. (a) Experimental (open circles) and calculated (red line) complex impedance plot of o-

Na2MgSiO4 at 154 °C in air and its deconvolution to two bulk components (in blue and green 

lines). The numbers denote the logarithms of the selected frequencies marked by filled circles. 

The inset shows the capacitance as a function of frequency of o-Na2MgSiO4 at 154 °C. (b) 

Complex impedance plots for o-Na2MgSiO4 at 650 °C under N2, air and O2. The inset depicts the 

pO2 dependency of the conductivity of Na2MgSiO4 at 650 °C. (c) Arrhenius plots of total 

conductivity for o-Na2-2xMgxSi1+xO4 (x = 0, 0.015, 0.025) compositions. 

MD simulation. Atomistic static lattice and MD simulations were carried out on the basis of 

the interatomic potential method for both o-Na1.95Mg0.975Si1.025O4 and o-Na2MgSiO4 nominal 

compositions. Figure 5a shows the calculated MSD values of Na, Mg, Si and O atoms in o-

Na1.95Mg0.975Si1.025O4 obtained at 1000 °C (generally higher temperatures than the experimental 

ones are required for the simulations to observe the long-range migration paths within the limited 

simulated time 100 ps). Only Na ions migrate through the structure; Mg, Si and O ions vibrate 

slightly around their lattice positions without long–range migration, in good agreement with the 

sodium ionic conduction character revealed by impedance spectroscopy. The sodium diffusion 

coefficients, calculated from the MSD values of Na ions, fall in the range of ~ 10
–8

–10
–6

 cm
2
·s

–1

within the 700-1300 °C temperature range (Figure S11) and the calculated Ea obtained from the 
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Arrhenius plot of the sodium diffusion coefficients is 0.69(2) eV, which is between the 

experimental values in the high (0.73(1) eV) and low (0.51(2) eV) temperature ranges. The 

streaming and overlapping of positions of sodium ions originally at Na1 and Na2 sites in their 

scatter plots (Figure 5b), together with their MSD values suggest that both Na sites are involved 

in, and equally contribute to the sodium ion migration mainly through hopping between Na1 and 

Na2 sites, forming three-dimensional migration zig-zag shaped paths. For comparison, the MSD 

values for Na ions in Na2MgSiO4 (red dashed line in Figure 5a), i.e. free of vacancies, are 

remarkably lower than those calculated for Na1.95Mg0.975Si1.025O4 at the same temperature. This 

further supports that the presence of Na vacancies is strictly necessary to observe ionic 

conductivity in Na2MgSiO4. 
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Figure 5. (a) MSD values of Na, Mg, Si and O atoms in Na1.95Mg0.975Si1.025O4 as a function of 

time from the MD simulations at 1000 ºC. The inset depicts the MSD values of Na1 and Na2 

atoms. Green dashed line indicates the MSD for Na in vacancy-free Na2MgSiO4 compound at 

1000 °C. (b) Scatter plots of sodium ion positions showing the diffusion paths consisting of both 

Na1 and Na2 sites at 1000 °C (marked by dashes lines) from MD simulations. Blue and 

greenish-olive dots denote sodium ions originally placed at Na1 and Na2 sites respectively. 
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3.4 Microscopic ionic migration. 

VT 
23

Na MAS NMR spectroscopy. Since the pure sodium ionic conduction nature is 

demonstrated in o-Na2MgSiO4, the sodium migration dynamics at local scale was monitored by 

VT 
23

Na MAS NMR spectroscopy. As aforementioned, the spectrum of o-Na2MgSiO4 recorded

under a magnetic field of 17.6 T and spinning at 5 kHz exhibits two well–separated quadrupolar 

lines expressing second order line shapes. It is worth mentioning that when MAS NMR 

measurements were performed at room temperature, and without temperature regulation, the 

actual sample temperatures were 49±2 °C at 5 kHz (7 mm rotor) MAS and 52±2 °C at 12.5 kHz 

(4 mm rotor) due to frictional heating. Considering the 1D experiments (Figure 6a), we observed 

that the temperature increase from 49 °C up to 730 °C first led to the collapse of the quadrupolar 

line shapes merging to a single broad spectrum at 175–200 °C that then sharpened into an 

averaged line up to 730 °C. This behavior is closely related to what was observed for nepheline 

(a trydimite-type framework) at 500 °C and it is indicative of an ion exchange process.
9, 44

 As

indicated by the VT-XRD data, this tendency cannot be attributed to any structure change within 

the analyzed temperature range. We have estimated the activation energy for Na migration from 

23
Na SLR time measurements (T1) (Figure S12). The linear slope indicates an Ea = 0.321 eV for 

fluctuations causing relaxation, which is much smaller than that obtained from conductivity 

measurements (0.51(2)–0.73(1) eV), probably because that NMR relaxation is occurring not only 

through cationic motion required for diffusion and conductivity, but also via local fluctuation of 

Na environment (via local ion hopping back and forth between sites and/or by motion of nearby 

defects). This may lead to lower activation energies than those needed for through-going (long-

range) ionic diffusion alone.
11, 47-49

 It is worth noting that both techniques tends to reflect

different averaging of the underlying distribution of dynamic processes and it is not surprising to 
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23
Na 2D EXSY experiments. In order to better understand the dynamics of sodium mobility in 

the material at moderate temperature and before the merging of quadrupolar line–shapes, we 

performed 
23

Na 2D EXSY experiments at 52 °C and 100 °C. The EXSY experiments (Figure 6b) 

allow evidencing slow ionic jumps between the 
23

Na crystallographic sites at the time scale of

hundred of ms exchange or mixing time. Non-exchanged Na atoms do not change frequency 

during the mixing time but they sign on the diagonal which is homogeneously broadened by 

spin–spin relaxation (T2). Na atoms exchanging with a neighboring site will sign as off-diagonal 

(direct exchange between different structural positions) or on-diagonal cross-peaks (relayed 

exchange). Thanks to the specific line shapes of the cross-peaks correlating two second order 

broadened line-shapes, we implemented a simulation of the different components in DMfit 

(available from version #20200728 available on request) and to retrieve their respective 

contributions (integrals of diagonal and cross peaks).
20

 At 52 °C and 100 ms exchange we

observe 83 % of non-exchanged Na atoms, 17 % of exchange between Na1 and Na2 sites and 

negligible self exchange; at 100 °C and 100 ms exchange, we observe at 23% of non-exchanged 

Na atoms, 48% of exchange between Na1 and Na2 sites and 28 % self exchange (Table S5). 

observe such a mismatch. For instance, similar phenomenon of lower activation energy observed 

by NMR than those needed for the longer-range sodium ionic diffusion was also noticed in the 

glassy phase from the sodium-doped SrSiO3 compositions
45

 or other crystalline sodium-based 

materials such as Na2B10H10
46

 or Na3InCl6.
47

 Therefore the lower activation energy observed by 

NMR may indicate that local hopping mechanism different from the long-range migration takes 

place in the sample. 
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Figure 6. (a) 
23

Na NMR spectra recorded at 17.6 T and MAS 5 kHz as a function of temperature.

The weak 
23

Na signals between –5 and –2 ppm (red circle) arise from the ceramic O–rings used
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to fix the AlN sample holder in place within the zirconia rotor. (b-c) 
23

Na 2D EXSY NMR 

spectra (left) obtained with 100 ms mixing time, (b) at 52 °C; (c) at 100 °C and their fitting 

results (right). 

3.5 Global sodium migration mechanism in o-Na2MgSiO4 

According to our data covering the sodium dynamics from macroscopic to microscopic range, 

an atomistic point of view of the Na migration can be understood as follows. Four Na1 atoms 

located in the second coordination sphere of the Na2 atom and also four Na2 atoms are placed in 

the second coordination sphere of the Na1 atom. Since the distances between two different 

sodium sites (3.12; 3.23; 3.30; 3.36 Å) are shorter than the distances between the same sites 

(from 4.77 up to 5.61 Å), we only observe exchange between Na1 and Na2 sites in the 
23

Na 

EXSY NMR spectrum at 52 °C (this step is illustrated in Figure 7a). Upon slight heating 

(100 °C), the sodium atoms start to migrate-diffuse within and between the channels of the 

magnesium–silicate framework. Then, with a further increase in temperature, the movement of 

atoms becomes very fast and we cannot distinguish these two states anymore on the NMR 

timescale as inferred from 
23

Na EXSY NMR data and the long range diffusion of sodium atoms 

takes place though the 3D framework of the structure mainly along the paths composed of 

alternate Na1 and Na2 sites, as exemplified in Fig 7b. 
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Figure 7. (a) <010> view of the sodium site exchange at low temperatures. Si, Mg, Na1 and Na2 

are represented as blue, grey, navy blue and greenish spheres, respectively. (b) <010> view of 

Na2MgSiO4 refined structure emphasizing the voids along (010) direction. The macroscopic Na 

migration at high temperatures along the [100] (blue), [010] (red) and [001] (purple) directions 

are indicated. The interconnected Na atoms are placed at distances ranging 3.12-3.36 Å.

4 Conclusions 

The sodium dynamics have been studied and described for the first time in polar stuffed-

cristobalite o-Na2MgSiO4 through a complementary set of techniques (EIS, MD simulations, (VT)

23
Na MAS NMR and 

23
Na EXSY NMR). o-Na2MgSiO4 exhibits two inequivalent Na sites and it

should not exhibit ionic conduction on the strictly stoichiometric composition, according to 

molecular dynamics simulations. Yet, the synthesis route employed results partial Na 

c

b

a

c

a

(b)

(a)
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volatilization (~2 at%) that converts the material into a pure ionic conductor exhibiting 

moderated ionic conductivity (~ 10
–5

 S cm
–1

 at 300 °C) that can be further improved by inducing 

additional Na vacancies while keeping the polar structure according to Na2-2xMg1-xSi1+xO4 

formula. 1D 
23

Na VT MAS NMR and 
23

Na EXSY NMR clearly evidence that a sodium site 

exchange at ~ RT takes place triggering the sodium ionic conduction at higher temperatures. This 

work demonstrates the sodium site exchange phenomenon for first time by 
23

Na EXSY NMR 

and paves the way to possible further identification of sodium ionic conductors from complex 

structures as 3D stuffed-cristobalite ones exhibiting multiple sites for mobile ions. 
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